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Abstract 

Dementia is a growing problem in today’s society. Life expectancies increase, while the 

population is skewing towards older age groups due to reduced birth rates. Dementia 

resulting from diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease becomes much more likely as age 

increases. These factors combined means that the amount of people with dementia is 

increasing constantly. 

This thesis looks at the automated generation of process models, which are detailed 

instruction sets for cooking tasks sourced from freely available cooking recipes. The 

process models would be used in an ambient assisted living environment to aid the 

independent functioning of people with dementia. This would also lessen the workload 

of caregivers, while also providing some mental and physical exercise for the dementia 

sufferer. 

A process model was created by hand as a simulation of the automated process. This 

process model was then validated and used as the instruction set for user tests with 

dementia patients in a cooking task. The generated instructions were relayed with verbal 

prompts in a controlled environment. Tests were recorded and transcribed. Test results 

were used to further assess the validity of the simulated process model conversion.  

Results were used in determining issues that should be acknowledged during the 

development of an automated process model generation system. A basic architecture for 

the system is discussed.  

Keywords 
Assistive technologies, ambient assisted living, dementia, activities of daily living, 

process modelling 
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1. Introduction 

Finland is currently undergoing a period where the amount of senior citizens compared 

to younger population is steadily growing (Statistics Finland, 2009 & 2012). Persons 

over the age of 65 were at 17 percent of the total population in 2009, and are projected 

to increase to 27 percent by 2040. Conversely, the age group of 15-64, i.e. people in 

working age, is diminishing from 65 percent in 2012 to a projected 58 percent in 2030. 

Both numbers will continue on their courses moving forward to 2060. Even though the 

actual number of working population starts to rise again, the number of new pensioners 

will grow even faster, pushing the percentage of working population even smaller.  

As the population ages, memory problems related to aging will become more and more 

prevalent. People with dementia, even the mild to moderate cases, require assistance in 

day-to-day life. However, they would generally also prefer to live at their homes instead 

of a care center. The motivation behind this thesis is the improvement in the quality of 

life of people with mild-to-moderate dementia by allowing them to function more 

independently at their own homes. 

This thesis concerns the design of a recipe parser for a process engine (Sarni, 2013 & 

Sarni, 2014) to automatically generate steps to certain processes. These can be for 

example food recipes; breaking down individual parts of the recipe into as small steps as 

possible. This system would then be able to present these simple steps to the senior via 

other technologies under development in the ASTS project (Fig. 1). Integration of this 

process engine system with a smart environment, such as a smart kitchen (Murakami, 

Suzuki, Tokumasu, & Nakauchi, 2009), would allow the system to pinpoint the 

locations of ingredients and tools, and guide the senior where to look for them. 

Figure 1. Process engine and the context of the recipe parser. 
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The recipe parser would take a recipe, and convert into a format that the process engine 

could then use, and proceed to deliver detailed instructions to the user. It would receive 

a food recipe as an input and output the instructions in, for example, JSON or XML 

format.  

Elderly people can benefit from a smart environment and devices, and systems designed 

for people with dementia have been examined and developed in a number of articles 

(Greenhalgh et al., 2013), (Wherton & Monk, 2010), (Murakami, Suzuki, Tokumasu & 

Nakauchi, 2009). Preliminary frameworks are identified in Sarni’s doctoral dissertation 

work (Sarni, 2013 & Sarni, 2014), and one additional work (Lade, Krishnan & 

Panchanathan, 2010).  

Presenting the parsed instructions to the person with dementia in an understandable 

manner is an important topic related to the process parser. Prompting systems for people 

with dementia have been researched (Bewernitz, Mann, Dasler & Belchior, 2009), 

(Boger et al., 2006) where results have shown that automated prompting systems used 

in conjunction with caregiver assistance will yield better results than relying on just one 

or the other. An automated prompting system will reduce caregiver workload, while 

fostering independency in people with dementia. 

Boyd, Evans, Carey-Smith & Orpwood (2011) looked at four different prompting types; 

text, audio, video and picture. The study used a 15,5 inch touch screen computer to 

relay the different prompts. Prompts were relayed using simple Microsoft PowerPoint 

slides. This study did not concern visual prompts that would either be shone on the 

environment or shown on a worn visual system such as smart glasses. 

Boyd’s et al. results showed that text and audio were more effective than video or 

picture based prompts. They reported that picture and video prompts were viewed in a 

more passive fashion than the text or audio prompts, as the test subjects viewed them 

less as instructions and more as something to be watching passively, like a TV. In the 

case of video prompts, their research also mentioned that trying to interpret the required 

steps in a task from the video drew away attention from the very idea of following 

instructions. This caused the “flow” of the task to be halted. Their results also note that 

certain types of prompts were more suitable to certain types of tasks than others. 

Individualized tasks such as signing the test subject’s name was reportedly difficult to 

instruct using picture or video prompts, while it was simple with text or audio. 

A process model in this thesis refers to a set of instructions that has been generated 

using a process parser and an action model of the individual who the instructions are 

meant for. The individualized action model would govern the parser’s functionality by 

controlling the level of detail in the instructions, as some people with dementia require 

more descriptive and detailed instructions than others due to the progressive 

deterioration of cognitive capabilities (Robillard, 2007). The process model’s task is to 

accommodate this, offering more detail for the types of tasks that the individual has 

been found to be struggling with. The basis for creating the individualized action 

models is not a part of this thesis. 

Dementia patients participating in the user tests for this thesis displayed varying levels 

of problems with different tasks. One patient showed difficulty with semantic memory 

specifically, which manifested as having trouble identifying objects, while another 

struggled more with short-term memory, which manifested as problems with 

remembering what to do while performing time consuming tasks. 
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Dementia manifests as a long term loss of the capacity to think and reason. This can be 

seen as forgetfulness, both on short- and long term memories, memory distortion, 

difficulty in speaking, depression and anxiety, delusions, and other various problems. 

The severity of dementia can be determined via tests such as the Mini-Mental State 

Examination (MMSE). This research project aims to help the people whose dementia is 

mild-to-moderate in severity according to MMSE (mild-to-moderate cases are assigned 

10-26 points out of a maximum of 30 in the test, while 27-30 is a normal, healthy 

person and 0-9 is a severe case of dementia). These are people who could still function 

in their own homes with some assistance, but without that assistance would need to be 

relocated to a nursing home.  

Improving the independency of people with mild-to-moderate dementia would ease the 

burden of caregivers and nursing homes, as the number of dementia sufferers is on the 

rise due to the aging workforce and longer life expectancies. It would also improve the 

quality of life of dementia sufferers, as they could live in their own homes instead of a 

new and potentially stressful environment. Performing basic activities, such as cooking, 

will also help in keeping the dementia sufferer active and moving, further promoting 

increased quality of life. Research has also shown that caregivers performing tasks for 

people with dementia, instead of supporting them in tasks, contributes to further loss of 

functional performance and increased dependency (Vogelpohl, Beck, Heacock & 

Mercer, 1996), (Wilson et al., 2002). Conversely, supporting and encouraging 

independency reduces the caregivers’ workload while also providing beneficial mental 

stimulation to the dementia sufferer. An article by Bewernitz, Mann, Dasler & Belchior 

(2009) states that automated prompting systems can supplement caregivers while also 

promoting independence in people with dementia.  

1.1 Research Question and Methods 

The main research question for this thesis is “What factors should be taken into account 

in structuring a food recipe into a computationally understandable form in order to assist 

seniors with mild-to-moderate dementia in cooking activities?” An additional research 

question, which is examined based on a simulated setting, is “How do seniors with 

dementia act with prompting in a semi-complex cooking task?” 

The research method for this thesis is a constructive study using Design Science 

Research (DSR) (Hevner & Chatterjee, 2010), (Peffers et al., 2007), (March and Smith, 

1995). Design Science Research (DSR) is a research method employed in the field of 

information and communication technology research (Hevner & Chatterjee, 2010). DSR 

aims to solve practical problems via the creation of innovative artifacts. An artifact in 

this context means something human-created, but not necessarily tangible; it may be a 

construct, a model, a method or an instantiation. 

The DSR process begins via the identification of a research problem, which warrants the 

creation of an artifact. The value of solving the problem is justified. Next, the objectives 

for the solution are defined by inferring them logically from the research problem. 

Objectives can be quantitative or qualitative in nature. A literature review is helpful to 

determine prior work during the first two steps of DSR. 

The design and creation of the artifact can then commence. The artifact’s functionality 

and architecture is designed according to the previously determined requirements. A 

prototype is produced, which is evaluated and iterated upon. This phase can be 

performed repeatedly, until the artifact is deemed satisfactory in evaluation. Evaluation 
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is performed to specific criteria, and missing these criteria or deviations from 

expectations are to be noted. 

Finally, the finished artifact and the research process are communicated to other 

researchers and relevant audiences. Problems encountered and limitations of the 

research should also be presented, as they will help in identifying future avenues of 

research. 

1.2 Definition, structure and limitations 

The first phase of this thesis was a literature review. Based on the literature, the 

requirements for the parser were determined. After and alongside the literature review, 

possible challenges and required knowledge for the artifact construction phase were 

identified. This involved research of the possible programming considerations, 

frameworks that could be used etc. Important factors for consideration concerning both 

the parser and the process model were that for a given recipe text, all instructions would 

be processed correctly into individual steps, the workflow progresses in a logical order, 

and that tools (cooking utensils etc.), amounts of ingredients, temperatures, durations 

etc. are detected reliably. 

The second phase was to simulate the creation of a parsed recipe using guidelines from 

the research and frameworks identified in the literature review. This parsed recipe was 

then validated via peer review with Tiia Kauhanen, who was working on a related thesis 

for Tomi Sarni. 

The third phase was to further validate the parsed recipe with user tests, in conjunction 

with Tiia Kauhanen’s tests. Pilot tests served as a proving ground to see if there are any 

inconsistencies or illogical steps in the simulated process model, and were used to 

validate the simulated model. The actual tests revealed if the simulated parsed model 

can provide robust enough instructions for use with people with dementia. 

Based on the tests, types of instructions that prove difficult for people with dementia 

can be identified and addressed. Number of errors and their types will help in 

pinpointing common problems. 

This thesis looks at the creation of process models via an automated recipe parser, and 

the functionality of that recipe parser as well as the issues it will likely encounter during 

its implementation. Solutions are offered for problematic points. Actual implementation 

of the recipe parser is not a part of this thesis. 

The individual action model framework for generating personalized process models was 

being developed alongside this thesis by Tiia Kauhanen, which meant that the planning 

of the process model generation and the recipe parser had to consider possible changes 

to the model. The process model generation was influenced by the needs of the senior 

data models and vice versa; this required some amount of cooperation. 

Tests with dementia patients were limited to three instances due to difficulties in finding 

suitable candidates. The three dementia patients also had moderate-to-severe dementia 

based on their MMSE scores. This likely affected the results by increasing the number 

of errors, but the collected data is still usable for the purposes of this thesis. These 

points will be discussed in later chapters. 
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1.3 Key Concepts 

Process model is a thorough representation of a task, in the context of this thesis and 

project a cooking task. The model describes a task in great detail using a set of common 

basic actions (give, take, move, alter), where more complex actions are divided into 

several smaller basic actions. The process model could then be used by a system to 

guide a person with dementia through a cooking task. 

Process parser is a computer program, which would produce process models. It would 

take a standard cooking recipe as input, and convert it to a process model. Individual 

needs of a certain patient could also be noted during the parsing, for example if they 

have difficulties in a certain type of action. This would be based on their individual 

action model, which is a topic of another related thesis. 
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2. Theory 

This chapter examines the prior research related to this thesis. Theory used for 

simulation experiments that the process models will be influenced by is also examined. 

Additionally, theory related to the functions of human memory and how they are 

affected by memory impairment and different forms of dementia is examined.  

2.1 Prior Research 

A pair of studies by Sarni related to remote care for the elderly and activity support 

frameworks (Sarni, 2013) (Sarni & Pulli, P., 2015) serve as foundation for this thesis. 

Sarni’s (2013) article discusses the use of an information system utilizing a workflow 

language to help remote caregivers to monitor and assist a senior in a smart kitchen 

environment.  Sarni and Pulli, P.’s (2015) article discusses the conversion of cooking 

tasks into context-aware workflow process models, using Markov Decision Processes 

(MDP) to optimize the workflow processes. The decision maker in the MDP is designed 

to resemble a person suffering from mild-to-moderate dementia. The workflow 

modelling design was validated via simulation experiments. 

A study by Boger et al. (2006) also looked at planning systems using MDP to guide 

people with dementia in daily activities. Their research focused on the task of hand 

washing. Videos were recorded of simulated scenarios of human caregivers and the 

planning system assisting a dementia patient. The patient was an actor, played by one of 

the researchers. These videos were then shown to a group of professional caregivers, 

who were asked to rate the efficacy of each video. Results showed that while the human 

guided scenarios had higher ratings in all aspects than the planning system, the MDP-

guided planning system was still comparable and achieved similar ratings as human 

guidance in 18,7% of the scenarios. As the intended purpose of the planning system is 

not to replace human guidance but rather to supplement it, the claim of being able to 

assist subjects through the task was deemed a modest success. Feedback from the 

participants indicated that some of them realized the scenarios were acted, which was 

noted as a limitation of the study.  

Hoey et al. (2011) worked on automatic generation of activity recognition and 

prompting systems for complex tasks based on MDPs. Their research shows that the 

method shows promise for use in automated prompting in a real-world setting, as long 

as faulty sensor readings can be compensated for. 

2.2 Memory 

Human memory consists of various subsystems which work together to store and access 

information. The most important distinction is between long-term and short-term 

memory (Spence & Spence 1968). Short-term memory, or working memory according 

to Baddeley and Hitch (1974), uses temporary transient patterns between neurones, 

while long-term memory is maintained by synaptic neural connections. Short-term 

memory is only capable of storing information for a few seconds to a minute, and is 

limited to a small number of items. Long-term memory stores information that can be 

accessed potentially for an unlimited duration. 
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Baddeley and Hitch (1974) proposed an expanded model of the short-term memory, 

called working memory model, on Spence’s and Spence’s dual memory model. In the 

original dual memory model, short-term memory is necessary for learning, reasoning 

and comprehension. According to the dual memory model, new memories first enter 

short-term memory, and through repetition they imprint on long-term memory. 

However, the capacity of short-term memory is finite, so old information in it will be 

lost as new information enters. In Baddeley’s and Hitch’s working memory model the 

short-term memory is not only limited in capacity, but time-limited as well. Certain 

components were proposed that allow the refreshing of information to retain it longer, 

and the interaction between short-term and long-term memory systems is more detailed 

as well. 

Baddeley (2007) describes working memory as a temporary storage system which can 

be consciously controlled to focus on certain things, and that it is fundamental to our 

capability for complex thought. Short-term memory is responsible for preparing 

information before it is stored in long-term memory. Baddeley’s revised model of 

working memory (Baddeley, 2000 & 2007) consists of four components, together 

forming the concept of working memory (Figure 2.). 

 

Figure 2. Working memory model (adapted from Baddeley, 2000). 

In Baddeley’s working memory model (2000) the phonological loop (PLL) is a passive 

component used for storing speech material for short periods of time (approximately 

two seconds). A mechanism called the articulatory rehearsal mechanism allows 

refreshing of this material to prevent decay. This rehearsal is commonly done via so-

called ‘internal speech’, using the same speech mechanisms as audible speech, but no 

actual sound needs to be produced. 

The visuospatial sketchpad (VSS) is another passive component according to 

Baddeley’s working memory model. It is used to store visual and spatial information for 
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short periods of time, and like the PLL, information needs to be refreshed to avoid 

decaying. Much less research has been done of the VSS compared to the PLL, but 

evidence suggests this model is accurate. 

The third component, the episodic buffer, has been added to the model relatively 

recently (Baddeley, 2000). It is a multimodal temporary store for various different types 

of information, including auditory and visuospatial information from the PLL and VSS 

respectively, but also information directly from perceptual input and from long-term 

memory. Information from different sources can exist simultaneously in the episodic 

buffer, forming a single coherent episode. These episodes are also referred to as 

‘chunks’. A normal healthy adult is capable of focusing on three to five chunks of 

information at once.  

A single chunk is a unit of meaningful information (Miller, 1956), such as a single 

number. However, several pieces of information can be grouped together as long as they 

form some meaningful whole. Phone numbers can be used as an example. Instead of 

remembering each number separately, phone numbers are usually recited as a few 

strings of two to three numbers each. Each of these strings of numbers would then be a 

meaningful chunk (Baddeley, 2000).  

The last piece of the working memory model (Baddeley, 2000) is the central executive, 

which is the only ‘clever’ component. It has attentional control over the PLL, VSS and 

episodic buffer, directing the working memory system by focusing, dividing, and 

shifting attention. It does not have any storage capacity in itself, but instead it uses the 

episodic buffer as a medium through which it accesses information.  

Long-term memory (Figure 3.) on the other hand relies on steady, relatively non-

decaying information stored on potentially permanent protein pathways between 

neurones. Information is first encoded via the episodic buffer to a meaningful bundle, 

then it is stored via the generation of new pathways, and finally it can be later accessed. 

Access happens via the episodic buffer, which can then extract pieces of it as needed 

and forward them to the other components.  

Long-term memory can be divided into two main types; implicit/procedural memory, 

and explicit/ declarative memory (Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968). Explicit memory can 

further be divided into episodic and semantic memory. 
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Figure 3. Different types of long-term memory according to Atkinson & Shiffrin (1968). 

Implicit memory is a mostly unconscious memory of skills and the performing of 

actions. This means that implicit memories can be accessed when needed without the 

need for conscious direction. Implicit memory is also called the procedural memory. 

The encoding of implicit memories happens through the repetition of a task, as the 

needed neural systems begin to work together to automatically reproduce the task. 

Motor skill learning happens via implicit memory (Schacter, Chiu, & Ochsner 1993). A 

study by Squire (2009) discusses a classic neuroscience case that clearly shows that 

implicit memory is distinct from the rest of long-term memory. 

Explicit memory forms the other side of long-term memory, containing facts and events 

that can be accessed consciously. Explicit memory is also called the declarative 

memory. Explicit memories are learned through a very personalized encoding system 

where the person forms new associations based on existing knowledge and experiences 

that they have (Graf & Schacter, 1985). Theory of memory formation is classically 

comprised of three distinct stages: encoding, storage, and retrieval. Encoding and 

retrieval are processes that happen at relatively clearly defined specific points in time, 

while storage is a process that happens in a more distributed manner over time (Buckner 

& Koutstaal, 1998). 

Explicit memories (Tulving, Donaldson & Bower, 1972) can further be divided into 

episodic and semantic memories. Episodic memories are events, things that have 

happened to the person and their experiences. These memories follow a serialized form 

and can be accessed to recall specific events as they happened. Episodic memories can 

contain emotions as well as detailed minutiae in addition to information of just the event 

itself. 

Semantic memories (Tulving, Donaldson & Bower, 1972) are isolated facts, names, 

numbers or other data that are not tied to any event or experience. Semantic memories 

usually arise from such experiences through episodic memory however, but they lose 

that connection and become isolated pieces of knowledge in semantic memory. This 

doesn’t mean that these events are forgotten, just that whenever that semantic memory 
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is accessed, the person doesn’t always recall the whole event during which they learned 

the fact. 

2.3 Memory Impairment & Dementia 

Mild cognitive impairment (MCI) causes a small, but measurable deficit in memory and 

thinking skills, too advanced compared to what is expected for a given age. MCI affects 

first and foremost the memory, while other cognitive skills are mostly intact. MCI is 

often a precursor to Alzheimer’s disease. In a study by Petersen et al. (1999), a group of 

MCI patients were compared to both a healthy control group, and a group of mild 

Alzheimer’s disease patients. The MCI group were comparable in memory performance 

with the Alzheimer’s disease group, but the Alzheimer’s disease group also displayed 

other cognitive deficits. The MCI group did not display these and was comparable to the 

control group on that front. 

Objective memory impairment is often diagnosed based on subjective memory 

complaints. Studies (Lenehan, Klekociuk, Summers, 2012) (Jungwirth et al., 2004) 

show that patients rarely convey these to medical professionals. Jungwirth’s study 

showed that slightly over 10% of a sample of 302 over 75 year old subjects complained 

of memory problems. However, there was no difference in actual memory performance 

between the complaining 10% and the other 90%. Furthermore, roughly 94% of those 

subjects with diagnosed memory problems did not complain of them. For these reasons, 

memory impairment often goes undiagnosed. 

Diagnosed memory impairment can often be halted or reverted entirely with proper 

treatment. A study conducted by Visser et al. (2000), where 74 subjects with diagnosed 

objective memory impairment were re-evaluated at 2- and 5-year follow check-ups, 

showed that roughly 40% no longer exhibited memory impairment at the 5-year check-

up. 20% were more or less in the same condition, while the rest were diagnosed with 

Alzheimer’s disease. 

Dementia is a group of diseases affecting the brain, causing long term, gradually 

decreasing capability to think, reason, and remember (Robillard, 2007). Likelihood of 

developing dementia increases with age, with cases occurring below the age of 65 being 

rare, but becoming increasingly common from there on. Over time these gradual 

changes will start to hamper and ultimately prevent daily activities. Alzheimer’s disease 

is the most prominent among these diseases, but dementia can also result from several 

other diseases. A severe brain infarct or several smaller infarcts can cause vascular 

dementia. Lewy body disease is associated with dementia. Parkinson’s disease can also 

lead to dementia after approximately ten years of the onset of the disease. 

Frontotemporal dementia includes three specific syndromes that affect different parts of 

the brain, but exhibit similar symptoms as they progress. Frontal variant frontotemporal 

dementia affects personality and social behaviour. Semantic dementia breaks down the 

conceptual database used in language comprehension, causing the person to have 

trouble conveying their meaning. Progressive non-fluent aphasia affects speech by 

making generation of words difficult. All frontotemporal dementia variants also affect 

the person’s behaviour as the syndromes progress. 

Dementia first and foremost compromises the ability to store new information to long-

term memory. As dementia progresses, even existing neural pathways start to 

deteriorate. Memories formed in youth have stronger pathways than those that have 

formed later. This results in the perception that people with dementia seem to be ‘stuck 

in the past’. Some important information can be stored more permanently than others, 
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which explains why they can still remember, for example, younger members of their 

family even if otherwise they think they are in a time period when those family 

members had not yet even been born.  

Working memory is affected as well (Huntley & Howard, 2010) (Morris, 1994), with 

the central executive undergoing significant impairment at the early, pre-clinical stages 

of dementia. The short-term temporary storage components do not deteriorate as fast. 

Episodic memory buffer may undergo impairment, but studies have not revealed the 

extent of this as of yet. This explains how a person with non-severe dementia may be 

able to recall things that they hear or see for a short while, until something shifts their 

attention away. 

An fMRI study (Golby et al., 2005) comparing early stage Alzheimer’s disease patients 

to age-matched healthy control subjects showed that the patients exhibited impaired 

access and encoding of explicit memories, while access and encoding of implicit 

memories remained intact. Another study by Huntley et al. (2011) shows that chunking 

(Miller, 1956) is beneficial in working memory recollection at the very mild, early 

stages of dementia. These two findings have been proposed as possible avenues for 

therapeutic treatment for prolonging cognitive capacities in memory encoding and 

working memory functioning. 

2.4 Dementia Severity Assessment Methods 

Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) score is a metric used in determining the 

severity of cognitive impairment (Tombaugh & McIntyre, 1992). It is a very strictly 

controlled standardized test, in a standardized environment where the subject will 

answer questions and perform a certain set of tasks. The result is a score from a scale 

from 0 to 30, where 28-30 is a perfectly healthy individual, and lower scores represent 

some level of impairment. Scores below 10 are classified as severe, 10-18 are moderate, 

and 19-27 are mild. MMSE can be performed repeatedly to determine whether the level 

of cognitive impairment is changing in an individual, but a single test cannot tell more 

than what the current level of impairment is. 

MMSE evaluates the subject’s memory, reasoning, logic, language and understanding in 

a very compact test. A single test requires only a quiet space with a few common 

objects and 15-20 minutes of time for the examiner and the patient. 

Naturalistic Action Test (NAT) (Schwartz, Buxbaum, Veramonti, Ferraro & Segal, 

2001), (Schwartz, Segal, Veramonti, Ferraro & Buxbaum, 2002) was formulated to 

measure how well subjects manage naturalistic action under controlled laboratory 

circumstances. Subjects can act freely and are not penalized for physical limitations, 

unlike in some other assessment methods. NAT was derived from its predecessor, the 

Multi-Level Action Test (MLAT) by shortening it and simplifying its scoring process. 

Naturalistic actions are sequences of goal-oriented behaviour learned by repeating. They 

can be short and discrete tasks, like making a cup of coffee, or longer, more involved, 

and less self-contained. In some cases these activities can be called activities of daily 

living. Eating and cooking are examples of such activities. 

Advanced dementia causes atrophy in the region of brain where naturalistic actions are 

stored. This causes errors during the activity when attempting to access these memories, 

such as performing steps of the task incorrectly, repeating them, or even forgetting them 

completely. Additionally dementia results in degraded cognitive capabilities for 
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selecting and maintaining actions plans, performing actions correctly and in the correct 

order, and recognizing their own incorrect behaviour. The number of errors and their 

severity depends on the complexity of the task and its affordance for errors. 

Environmental conditions such as distractions and limited visibility of important objects 

also play a role. These eventually make independent functioning impossible and result 

in the individual’s need for institutionalization.  

Another functional measure specifically for Alzheimer’s disease is the Kitchen Task 

Assessment (KTA) (Baum & Edwards, 1993). In KTA the Alzheimer’s disease patient 

performs a cooking task, and is graded via a point system on several aspects of the task. 

Each aspect is graded on a scale of 0-3 points. 0 points means the patient was able to 

complete the task independently, 1 point means the patient required verbal assistance, 2 

points means the patient required physical assistance, and 3 points means the patient 

was not able to complete that aspect. The task itself is divided into two parts. The first 

part is washing hands prior to the cooking, where five aspects are observed: initiation, 

incorporation of all steps, proper sequence, safety and judgment, and completion. The 

second part is to make cooked pudding, where an additional sixth aspect, organization, 

is observed along with the same five as in the first part. KTA allows the determination 

of Alzheimer’s disease severity without the use of an artificial task. 

2.5 Markov Decision Processes 

Markov Decision Processes (MDP) (Bellman, 1957) are mathematical frameworks for 

modelling decision making in environments where outcomes are partly random and 

partly decided by the decision maker (Sutton & Barto, 1998). An MDP consists of state 

spaces and action spaces to move between the states. When these states are finite, the 

MDP is a finite MDP. 

An MDP satisfies the Markov property, which requires that future states of the process 

are not dependent of states previous to the present one. An example of this property is a 

box with three different coloured balls inside; red, green and blue. Assume that one ball 

has already been removed from the box, and the colour of it is not known. A second ball 

is now drawn, a red ball. The last ball in this case could be either green or blue. But, in 

the case that the colour of the first ball is also known to have been green, it is 

guaranteed that the last ball is blue. In this case the Markov property is not satisfied, 

because the last draw depends not on the current state only, but also on the previous 

state. But in the case that the balls are put back in the box after each draw, the Markov 

property is satisfied, as with each draw the outcome is only dependent on the current 

state. 

At each point in time the MDP is in some state of set with set of action available. 

Actions represent transitions from state to state. Rewards are defined scalar values that 

cannot be altered by the decision maker. Rewards can be negative to represent cost of an 

action or positive to act as a reward for reaching a state.  

A policy function for the decision maker acts as a map from all possible states to all 

possible actions, determining the action to be chosen for each state. The goal is to 

choose this function to maximize some aspect of the random cumulative rewards 

stretching potentially towards infinity. Solving the optimal policy function and 

combining it with the MDP will “lock” the MDP, determining the action to be taken at 

each state. It is also noteworthy that MDPs may still be used to approximate processes 

that may not strictly satisfy the Markov property.  
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MDPs can be used in simulations as an approximation of a conscious decision maker, 

where the policy function governs its characteristics. The policy function can be shaped 

according to data obtained from user tests. This would allow the creation of a simulated 

dementia sufferer based on the characteristics of a real, specific person, which could 

then be utilized extensively on further research without the need for burdening the 

actual person with numerous tests, apart from those necessary for verification and 

validation purposes. 

2.6 Error Typing Schemas 

There are different sets of error types for people with dementia performing kitchen 

tasks. MLAT (Multi-Level Action Test), the predecessor to NAT (Naturalistic Action 

Test), used error types laid out by Schwartz (1998). MLAT lists 9 error types (table 1). 

Error type Description of the error 

Omission Forgetting to do some steps 

Sequence Confusing the order of steps 

Object substitution Substituting one object with another 

Action addition Performing actions that are not part of the task 

Gesture substitution Using the right object with wrong gesture 

Spatial misorientation Orienting an object incorrectly 

Spatial misestimation Estimating spatial relationships of objects incorrectly 

Tool omission Forgetting to use a tool 

Quality Faulty execution of a task 

Table 1. MLAT error types. 

Wherton (2008) used a different set of errors, and divided them into categories. While 

some errors are shared with those of MLAT, Wherton replaced others with more broad 

types. Wherton’s thesis lists eight error types with four separate categories (table 2). 
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Error type Description of the error 

Sequencing  

     Intrusion Performing an action that is not appropriate for the task 

     Omission Missing steps required to reach the end goal 

     Repetition Repeating an action needlessly 

Orientation  

     Locating Inability to find object hidden from view 

     Identifying Inability to find the correct object in view 

Operation of appliances Inability to use appliances 

Incoherence  

     Toying Making gestures with object without having a goal 

     Inactivity Not performing any action at all 

Table 2. Wherton’s (2008) error types. 

Error types are used to classify results from tests with people with dementia. Classifying 

erroneous behaviour via error typing schemas allows pinpointing of problematic task 

types for individual test subjects. An error typing schema is dependent on the needs of 

the test situation, which is why studies often use different schemas. 

2.7 Summary 

The existing research by Sarni (2013) and Sarni & Pulli, P. (2015) looked at 

frameworks for supporting activities in the kitchen for seniors with dementia. Those 

frameworks have thus far been tested and validated via simulation use with MDPs 

approximating people with dementia. This thesis looks at the generation of similar 

frameworks (here called process models), and validates one process model with user 

tests. Use of MDPs for simulation tests is viable in further research. 

Huntley & Howard (2010) and Morris (1994) explain how a person with dementia can 

forget what parts they have already completed while performing a complex task. 

Keeping track of already completed parts of a task and providing step-by-step 

instructions can aid in this problem.  

Theory for the functioning of human memory and how memory impairment and 

dementia affects it is important to take in to consideration for the generation of these 

process models. In Alzheimer’s disease, which is the most common type of dementia 

(World Health Organization, 2015), memory systems atrophy over a long period of 

time. However, different types of memory systems atrophy at different rates. This 

allows a person with mild-to-moderate dementia to function by offering support for 

those tasks that they struggle with. Dementia severity can be determined and tests have 

been devised for this purpose. MMSE tests are commonly used to determine the severity 

of dementia. MMSE scores of the test subjects are provided in this thesis. Subjects were 

chosen according to their score.  

Error typing used during test result analysis was based on several sources from existing 

research, including the MLAT error types. 
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3. Research Methodology 

This chapter introduces the background of this thesis and the methodology used in the 

empirical research during this thesis.  

3.1 Project Background 

ASTS is a joint project between the University of Oulu and Nara Institute of Science 

and Technology, funded by the Academy of Finland, and Japan Science Technology 

agency. ASTS focuses on developing novel memory aiding prostheses and devices 

through the use of information technology to encourage independent functioning of 

people with mild-to-moderate dementia.  

This thesis is a part of the ASTS project’s research into smart environments. The artifact 

produced by this thesis is a framework for creating models of cooking procedures 

(process models) customized to the needs of specific individuals with dementia. These 

models can then be used to generate detailed instruction sets for a cooking task by using 

a normal food recipe as input. These instructions would then be presented to the person 

in a manner that minimizes those aspects of cognitive load that they have trouble with. 

3.2 Research Method 

The research method used in this thesis was Design Science Research (Hevner & 

Chatterjee, 2010), (Peffers et al., 2007), (March and Smith, 1995), with two layers of 

prototyping. The first layer was to create a prototype of a simulated process model that 

would be then be verified via user tests. The second layer would use the results from 

this as input to begin prototyping the process parser. The second layer will be continued 

after this thesis by client Tomi Sarni. 

As a way to test the conversion of an existing recipe to a set of step-by-step instructions, 

the process was simulated by doing it by hand. The simulation was done in conjunction 

with Tiia Kauhanen, whose own thesis work is related to the process model. The 

resultant set of instructions was then validated with a set of user tests. 

First a suitable type of food was selected, and a recipe for it was located. Then the 

recipe was dissected to create a list of needed tools and ingredients. Finally, the recipe 

text was converted into very specific basic tasks, using action groupings from literature. 

This process was performed as a simulation of the functionality of an automated process 

parser. 

3.2.1 Requirements 

The task usually selected in existing research related to kitchen tasks with people with 

dementia is making coffee or tea (Hoey et al., 2011). These tasks do not involve many 

ingredients or tools, which in this case is not entirely desirable. Thus, finding some 

different task was preferable. On the other hand, the task should not be too difficult, 

time-consuming or overtly complex. With the customer’s input, oven porridge was first 

considered as an example, but was then selected as the task. This task would involve 

multiple easily distinguished ingredients and tools, and it would involve two separate 
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locations in the test environment, but would not be too complex. Following the recipe, 

the actual active phase of the cooking procedure would likely last 8-10 minutes for 

normal, healthy people, while people with dementia would require a bit more time 

depending on the state of their dementia. 

A recipe was then located via a web search from a free recipe collection. The chosen 

recipe was in Finnish, as were the instructions derived from it that were used in the later 

tests with dementia patients. The final set of instructions translated into English can be 

found in appendix A. 
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4. Artifact Cycle 1 – Simulated Process Model 

The pilot tests’ and test sessions’ setup is explained and the dementia patients who acted 

as test users are briefly introduced. Test results are presented and validated in 

accordance with the chosen research method. 

4.1 Artifact Creation – Converting a Recipe 

The creation of a process model was simulated by roughly following the intended 

functionality of the recipe parser. After the selection of a suitable food, a recipe was 

acquired by a simple web search. The recipe chosen is available at 

http://www.kotikokki.net/reseptit/nayta/4673/Helppo%20uuniriisipuuro/. Original 

screen capture of the recipe is shown in figure 4. 

 

Figure 4. Original recipe. 

The chosen recipe text contained a short list of ingredients, then five sentences of 

instructions of the cooking process itself. This text was converted to sets of action units 

using an adapted version of the action coding system devised by Wherton & Monk 

(2010). These action units are: 

MOVE: moving something from a location to another. MOVE can mean both the 

moving of the actor as well as the moving of an object.  

ALTER:  changing the state of an object. ALTER is used for simple tasks such as 

opening containers, or activating devices. 

TAKE: picking up an object from a location. TAKE actions are followed by a 

corresponding GIVE action. 

GIVE: relinquishing an object to a location. GIVE actions can be used to verify if the 

recipe fails to account certain steps. If there are less GIVE actions that TAKE actions, it 
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means that the subject at some point picks up an object but never puts it down. If there 

are more GIVE actions than TAKE actions, the recipe fails to mention the picking up of 

something. 

Actions within one action type resemble each other. This resemblance could be used to 

favour certain action detection methods for actions of a given type in a smart kitchen 

environment. For example, TAKE and GIVE actions could prefer sound or workstation 

surface vibration to detect actions, while MOVE actions could be detected by a visual 

detector, such as a mounted Kinect unit. 

The recipe text was copied and used as the sole input of the simulation. The recipe was 

then broken down in several phases to extract information from it, some of which was 

not directly stated by the recipe. This information is necessary for the parser. Examples 

of this are mentioned below. 

The first phase identified the tools required, and to check for additional ingredients. In 

this case the tools needed in the recipe were implied in the text itself (Figure 5). 

Identifying these tools is necessary for the parser’s functionality. 

 

Figure 5. Identifying tools and unlisted ingredients from recipe text. 

Tools sourced from the list of ingredients are those used in measuring the ingredients. 

These were identified from the unit of measurement. Decilitre measurements required a 

decilitre cup of the right size. Table spoons and tea spoons were straightforward to 

detect, as they are mentioned directly as units of measurement. 

Some other tools were mentioned in the instruction text. The first two, the oven tray and 

aluminium foil, were mentioned directly, but the others were identified through verbs or 

adverbs (e.g. “buttered”), or being required by other tools or appliances (e.g. oven mitts 

required for the use of oven). All identified tools and ingredients were placed in their 

respective lists. 
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The recipe ends with serving suggestions listing three different extra ingredients. In this 

case these extra ingredients appeared simply as a list of three possible ingredients and 

were in this case added as an additional list. 

 

Figure 6. Dividing complex tasks into smaller sub-tasks. 

Figure 6 shows the next phase, dividing sentences that include multiple tasks within 

them. The first sentence contains a total of five identified sub-tasks at this point with a 

mere three words (in Finnish). In this case the recipe instructs to “add all ingredients”, 

which then results in four separate instances of the same action, once per each 

ingredient. The fifth task is inferred from an adverb, “buttered”, but it also needs to be 

inserted before the four other steps. Determining the order of identified sub-tasks is 

problematic. The third sentence in the instructions also contains a task that needs to be 

done earlier for increased overall efficiency. 

This 10-step set of instructions formed the basis that the later subtasks were built 

around.  

At this point, the steps numbered a total of 28. The new tasks were formed by attaching 

the acquisition of appropriate tools and ingredients, then using those tools and 

ingredients together to form the prerequisite steps before the actual task. For example, 

the task of adding oil to the casserole was expanded to first take the table spoon, then 

take the oil, then measure the oil, then add the oil to the casserole. Generation of these 

types of tasks should not be difficult. Figure 7 illustrates this process.  

 

Figure 7. Expanding a task based on the known ingredients and tools. 

Each step was then assigned to aforementioned action units MOVE, ALTER, TAKE 

and GIVE (Fig. 8). These steps describe the task as accurately as possible. 
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Figure 8. Action units added to describe tasks. 

Some action types display certain patterns that can be used to verify that the set of 

instructions is valid. MOVE actions involve the movement of the actor or the movement 

of an object. In the latter case the MOVE action takes place after a TAKE action, and is 

followed by a GIVE action at some point. The preceding and following actions do not 

need to be immediately prior or after the MOVE action, however. 

TAKE and GIVE actions involve the acquisition and relinquishing of objects. TAKE 

and GIVE actions are mostly paired together, i.e. taking an object usually entails putting 

it down at some point as well.  

ALTER actions involve the change of state in an object or appliance. ALTER actions 

are usually independent, but there are some paired tasks as well, e.g. opening a 

container elicits a closing task as well. 

These patterns could prove helpful during the implementation of the process parser 

while testing it. 

4.2 Validation – Testing the First Iteration 

The converted recipe was then peer reviewed and used as the set of instructions in 

conjunction with the user tests for Tiia Kauhanen’s thesis. While the pilot and user tests 

are referred to as such, the pilot tests functioned as the first validation phase for this 

thesis. Actual user tests were the second validation round, and their results offered 

supplementary material for this thesis. 

The pilot tests were conducted to verify the test setup and to test the validity of the first 

iteration of the process model. The pilot tests were conducted on two healthy non-

demented volunteers. The pilot tests showed that the duration of the test with healthy 
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subjects lasted 8-10 minutes. It was estimated that mild-to-moderate test subjects would 

require moderately more time (12-18 minutes). 

4.3 Validation – Testing the Second Iteration 

Based on the first validation round, the process model was modified to fix the errors 

discovered. The modified process model can be found in Appendix A. It was then used 

in the user tests, which allowed the gathering of additional remarks for this particular 

process model. 

4.4 Error Types for Evaluating Actions 

Each action that the subjects completed was recorded and transcribed, and in the case 

that erroneous behaviour occurred, that action would be marked with an error. Errors 

were initially marked with verbal descriptions or certain keywords resembling error 

typing from literature. Later, once the error typing was finalized, the errors were re-

examined and assigned their final appropriate types. 

Wherton’s error types could be used to represent the additional error types present in the 

MLAT model, thus it served as a baseline for the error types that were used in the 

evaluation of the user tests. These error types are presented in table 3. 

Error name Description of the error Source 

Omission Forgetting to do some steps MLAT, Wherton 

(2008) 

Intrusion  Performing an action that is not 

appropriate for the task 

Wherton (2008) 

Repetition Repeating an action needlessly Wherton (2008) 

Identifying Inability to find the correct object Wherton (2008) 

Toying Making gestures with object without 

having a goal 

MLAT, Wherton 

(2008) 

Inactivity Not performing any action at all for 

longer than 5 seconds 

Wherton (2008) 

Appliance operation Inability to use appliances in the 

correct way 

Wherton (2008) 

Table 3. Error types used during tests. 

Wherton’s locating error type was excluded as it would not be encountered during the 

tests, since all the objects would be in sight on the workspace. MLAT error types were 

also replaced with categories used by Wherton, as including too many error types would 

result in unnecessary complexity. These error types fit into and were replaced with 

Wherton’s intrusion and omission error types. 

Some error types often correspond to certain types of actions. Identifying errors are 

associated with TAKE and GIVE actions, for example. Conversely, some errors cannot 
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occur with certain actions. Appliance operation, for example, cannot occur with a 

TAKE or GIVE action. 

4.5 Validating the Process Model 

Two pilot tests and three tests were conducted. Pilot test subjects were volunteer friends 

or relatives of the researchers. The three tests were conducted at the dementia care 

center Karpalokoti in Pyhäjärvi, Finland. Test subjects were dementia patients, who 

were pointed out by the staff as suitable candidates for testing. The chosen candidates 

were asked if they would like to participate in the tests and signed consent was obtained.  

All test sessions, including the pilot tests, were recorded. Due to ethical reasons, 

recordings could only be viewed by the people present at the test sessions. Test 

recordings were transcribed for analysis purposes.  

 

Figure 9. Workspace with tools and ingredients laid out and labelled. 

The workspace used during the tests is shown in figure 9. The workspace contained an 

oven tray, three measuring cups (1dl, 1,5dl and 1l), a bowl, a ladle, and several pieces of 

cutlery. A few of the items were extraneous and not required by the recipe (large 

measuring cup, bowl, ladle and extra cutlery). Ingredients included butter, rice, cooking 

oil, milk, sugar, and salt. Sugar was an extraneous ingredient and not required by the 

recipe. Ingredients were labelled with post-it notes. All of the items were placed around 

the edges of the designated workspace. 

The tests were conducted by a two person team, where the facilitator gave the 

instructions, while the assistant observed and recorded the session (Fig. 10). Tests were 

recorded using a webcam, while the first test was also recorded with a cell phone 

camera. Due to technical limitations, the two other tests could only be recorded with the 

webcam alone. 

Instructions were based on the simulated process model. The facilitator relayed the 

description of each step with spoken verbal prompts to the test subjects. The process 

model also contained the action type for each step, but these were not included in the 

prompts. Prompts were repeated if the subject performed no actions in approximately 5 

seconds, or when they performed incorrect actions. Researcher intervention was 
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warranted when the subjects repeatedly failed, and these instances have been noted in 

the results.  

 

Figure 10. Test session setup. 

Appendix A shows the instruction set used during the tests, translated to English. The 

instructions used during the tests were in Finnish. 

4.5.1 Test Sessions 

The test subjects were three volunteer residents, who were pointed out by the care 

center staff as suitable according to their MMSE scores. Mild-to-moderate cases 

(MMSE scores of 10-27) were desired; however the patients present at the care center 

were mostly severe cases according to their MMSE scores. Most patients also only had 

a single measured MMSE, making the exact severity of their dementia hard to quantify. 

The names of the test subjects have been changed for privacy reasons. 

Participant Leena 

The first subject, Leena, was a 70 years old female and had a MMSE score of 7. Her 

dementia was severe. Although she was able to conduct a conversation, it was 

immediately apparent that she either faked knowing or thought she knew the other 

conversational parties beforehand, even though never having met them before. She did 

appear to enjoy social interaction and was mostly in a good mood throughout the test. 

Towards the end of the test, however, she started to become frustrated, attempting to 

repeatedly leave the test environment while muttering offensive language. 

Leena used a rollator as a walking aid, which presented some difficulty during the test 

session. She routinely placed objects on her rollator when moving around, but then 

forgot what she was supposed to do. This caused many extra actions and increased the 
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duration of the test. Additionally the rollator was blocking the subject at some points 

and as she started to move it out of the way, she forgot her then current task. She also 

became confused several times, attempting to leave the kitchen area. As she was 

reminded of her task, she returned, but again having to maneuver her rollator caused her 

to forget what she was doing. 

Leena’s test session lasted 25 minutes and contained far more actions total than the 

other tests. 

Participant Matti 

The second subject, Matti, was a 61 years old male and had a MMSE score of 7. Matti 

also had poor eyesight. Even though his MMSE score was the same as Leena’s, he 

appeared far more lucid. Matti’s speech was very sparse and often difficult to hear. He 

was also somewhat shy, and the care center staff gently persuaded him to partake at 

first. Once the test had started he became more comfortable.  

Matti’s test session lasted 15 minutes, on par with the estimates based on the pilot tests. 

Participant Pekka 

The third subject, Pekka, was a 69 years old male and had a MMSE score of 11. Like 

Matti, he performed much better than his MMSE might suggest. Also like Matti, he 

spoke very little and when he did, it was mostly grunting sounds and single words. He 

partook in the test enthusiastically and despite also being taciturn, he appeared to enjoy 

it. 

Pekka’s test session lasted only 10 minutes, only slightly longer than the pilot tests. 

4.6 Test Results 

Recordings of the tests were transcribed, and user actions and error behaviour noted. 

Errors were then classified according to the error types in Table 3. User actions and 

errors were translated to English. 

All three subjects were able to finish the test, although some researcher intervention was 

necessary in two of the three tests. Appliance operation in particular proved to be 

difficult for all subjects. Researchers had to instruct very carefully how much the 

subjects needed to turn the oven’s knobs, as they displayed no understanding at all of 

the visible numbers and icons around the knobs. Researchers also intervened if a task 

had been attempted multiple times without success or signs of progress. 

All three subjects had a MMSE score available, but the care center staff informed that 

for some patients the tests had only been done once during diagnosis, and not since 

moving to the care center. A single MMSE test might not tell enough of the current 

general state of dementia in an individual due to the constant atrophy of cognitive 

capabilities, as well as the varying state of cognitive facilities from day to day. Patients 

may have “good” days, where they appear far more coherent, but conversely also “bad” 

days. While a MMSE will still reveal the presence of dementia, the exact severity might 

not be apparent with only a single instance of MMSE testing. 
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4.6.1 Participant Leena 

Leena’s test was the longest and contained the most errors. She also required more than 

three times the total actions (135 actions) than the minimum amount required by the 

instructions (41 actions). Researcher intervention was also required a total of six times 

during Leena’s test. Researchers had to measure and add the salt and oil. Intervention 

was also required to hand her the required object after she repeatedly failed to identify 

the correct object. 

Errors encountered by action type are listed in table 4. Intrusions are most prominent, 

with omissions, repetitions and toying also having significant numbers. Action types 

most susceptible to errors were TAKE and MOVE. ALTER also had errors, while 

GIVE was largely error free. 

Leena MOVE ALTER GIVE TAKE Total 

Omission 6 2 2  10 

Intrusion  8 3  4 15 

Repetition  4  4 8 

Identifying    3 3 

Toying 3   6 9 

Inactivity    5 5 

Appliance operation  2   2 

Total 17 11 2 22 52 

Table 4. Errors in the test with participant Leena. 

TAKE actions in particular produced errors, where Leena picked up objects seemingly 

at random at times. Researchers had to on occasions point out the correct object, and 

ultimately intervene and hand her the correct one. She also picked up random objects 

and moved them around, adding to the action count and TAKE errors. These were 

logged into toying and repetition error types, depending on the context.  

MOVE actions contained the second highest amount of errors. Leena attempted to leave 

the test area multiple times, and these were logged into omissions or intrusions. Some 

toying behaviour also manifested, when she moved objects away from the workspace 

and back. 

ALTER actions also contained a significant amount of errors. These included distinct 

periods of confused behaviour, when Leena measured a cup full of rice, only to pour it 

back into the rice package. This behaviour was repeated. She also attempted to tear open 

the milk carton, despite it having a prominent screw cap. She then noticed the screw 

cap, opened it, but then closed it and resumed tearing the milk carton open.  

GIVE actions contained few errors. Errors are most often logged into the actions 

preceding it (TAKE, ALTER). A few omission errors were present for GIVE actions, 

though, as Leena on two occasions placed an object away without using it as instructed. 

Table 5 lists the number of actions Leena required for completing the test. Minimum 

number of actions is the individual steps present in the instructions. Number of actions 
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with errors differs slightly from error counts in table 4, as some actions may have 

contained multiple errors. 

Action type Number of 

actions 

recorded 

Number of 

actions in 

process model 

Number of 

errors 

recorded 

Percentage of 

actions with 

errors 

MOVE 32 11 16 50,0% 

ALTER 28 10 10 35,7% 

GIVE 32 10 2 6,3% 

TAKE 43 10 22 51,2% 

Total 135 41 50 37,0% 

Table 5. Actions and amounts of errors per action in the test with participant Leena. 

Percentage of actions with errors in table 5 tells that MOVE and TAKE actions are most 

error prone, with half of the actions performed resulting in an error. ALTER actions 

result in error in roughly one in every third action. Overall, any action performed by 

Leena resulted in an error in 37% of the cases. 

4.6.2 Participant Matti 

Matti’s test best matched the expectations based on the pilot tests. Number of errors was 

less than on Leena’s test, but still significant. Number of actions performed, however, 

was less than half of those that Leena required. Matti’s test also contained an additional 

task to set an egg timer to 55 minutes, increasing the required minimum amount of 

actions from 41 to 45. Matti required 58 actions, but he skipped some required actions. 

He did not use instructed measuring tools while adding salt and oil but poured both 

ingredients directly from their containers, thus skipping the actions for picking up the 

measuring tools. 

Matti required researcher intervention three times during his test. Researchers had to 

hand him a measuring cup twice, and measure the rice for him. Researchers also poured 

milk instead of Matti, but this was not marked as an intervention or error, as Matti’s 

hands were shaking and the error was thus not necessarily caused by his dementia. 

Errors encountered in Matti’s test are listed in table 6. Intrusions are again most 

prominent, with toying the second most common. TAKE actions are most error prone, 

while MOVE and ALTER also have moderate numbers of errors. 
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Matti MOVE ALTER GIVE TAKE Total 

Omission   1 2 3 

Intrusion  2 4  5 11 

Repetition      

Identifying 1   3 4 

Toying 5   1 6 

Inactivity 1   3 4 

Appliance operation  3   3 

Total 9 7 1 14 31 

Table 6. Errors in the test with participant Matti. 

TAKE actions resulted in the most errors, as Matti also picked up objects randomly. 

These instances were logged into the intrusion error type if they happened during a task 

when picking up an object was not required or into the identifying type if he was meant 

to be picking up another object. Two omission errors were also logged as Matti did not 

pick up a tool when instructed to do so during a task. 

MOVE actions contained a significant amount of toying errors. These were related to 

the random picking up of objects in the TAKE actions, as he picked up objects and 

moved them to another spot on the workspace. 

ALTER actions contained some intrusion errors and appliance operation errors. The 

intrusions were related to problems opening containers, and to the use of an 

inappropriate object while stirring, which resulted in unsatisfactory completion of the 

stirring task. 

A single error was logged in the GIVE action type, as Matti placed an object on the 

table as he became confused during a task. 

Table 7 lists the number of actions Matti required for completing the test. Minimum 

number of actions is the individual steps present in the instructions. An additional 4 

actions are present compared to the test with participant Leena, as the egg timer task 

was included in this test.  

Action type Number of 

actions 

recorded 

Number of 

actions in 

process model 

Number of 

errors 

recorded 

Percentage of 

actions with 

errors 

MOVE 15 12 9 60,0% 

ALTER 9 11 7 77,8% 

GIVE 13 11 2 15,4% 

TAKE 21 11 13 61,9% 

Total 58 45 31 53,4% 

Table 7. Actions and amounts of errors per action in the test with participant Matti. 

Percentage of errors in table 7 tells that ALTER actions were particularly error prone in 

Matti’s test. MOVE and TAKE resulted in errors in three out of 5 cases. Overall, any 

action performed by Matti resulted in an error in 53,4% of the cases. 
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4.6.3 Participant Pekka 

Pekka’s test was the most fluid of the three. He required the least time and performed it 

almost as fast as the healthy pilot testers. His error count was the lowest, and he did not 

require researcher intervention. His action count was just barely over the minimum 

required, but he skipped some required actions. 

Errors encountered in Pekka’s test are listed in table 8. Omissions and identifying 

mistakes are most prominent, with intrusions and appliance operation closely behind. 

TAKE actions are most prone to errors, while MOVE and ALTER contain the rest of 

the errors. GIVE actions were completely error free. 

Pekka MOVE ALTER GIVE TAKE Total 

Omission 3   2 5 

Intrusion  2 1   3 

Repetition  1   1 

Identifying    4 4 

Toying      

Inactivity    1 1 

Appliance operation  3   3 

Total 5 5  7 17 

Table 8. Errors in the test with participant Pekka. 

TAKE actions again resulted in the most errors, in this case mostly in the identifying 

error type. Pekka had trouble identifying the correct tools and ingredients. Two 

omission errors were also logged in the TAKE action type, as he neglected to use an 

instructed tool while adding certain ingredients. 

MOVE actions contained omission and intrusion errors. The omission errors were 

logged while measuring rice, as he only poured a small amount of rice at a time. It was 

doubtful that he used the scale on the measuring cup to measure, and instead he just 

poured a random amount. 

ALTER actions contained appliance operation errors mostly, as he did not appear to 

understand or care to understand how the oven knobs functioned. Researchers 

extensively assisted with verbal prompts, but no direct intervention was required. 

No errors were logged in the GIVE action type for Pekka. 

Table 9 lists the number of actions Pekka required for completing the test. Minimum 

number of actions is the individual steps present in the instructions. An additional 4 

actions are present compared to the test with participant Leena, as the egg timer task 

was included also in this test.  
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Action type Number of 

actions 

recorded 

Number of 

actions in 

process model 

Number of 

errors 

recorded 

Percentage of 

actions with 

errors 

MOVE 12 12 5 41,7% 

ALTER 13 11 5 38,5% 

GIVE 10 11 0 0,0% 

TAKE 11 11 7 63,6% 

Total 46 45 17 37,0% 

Table 9. Actions and amounts of errors per action in the test with participant Pekka. 

Percentage of errors in table 9 tells that TAKE actions were most difficult for Pekka, 

which was observable in the test as identification errors when picking up objects. 

MOVE and ALTER also resulted in errors in roughly two out five cases. Overall, any 

action performed by Pekka resulted in an error in 37,0% of the cases. 

4.6.4 Result Summary 

Moments of inactivity and confusion were common in all three tests, and were noted if 

they lasted longer than 5 seconds after a verbal prompt from a researcher. Forgetting the 

current task was also common with two of the more severe dementia cases. This 

resulted in actions like picking up the right object, examining it, and placing it back 

down without using it. Incorrect use of objects was also encountered.  

While all three subjects were ultimately able to finish the test, the quality of their work 

in each case was unsatisfactory. Some ingredients were added at random amounts, and 

tasks such as spreading butter on the oven tray and stirring the porridge were often 

unsatisfactory. 

Leena’s error percentage was deceptively low due to her very high number of actions, 

most of which were unnecessary extra actions such as picking up and moving objects 

around. Actions like these added to both the action count and error count. Action count 

increases faster due to the need to e.g. add separate actions for picking up, moving and 

relinquishing objects, while only a single toying error is added. Conversely, Matti had 

fewer errors, but his action count compared to Leena was far lower. This pushed his 

error percentage higher than Leena’s. 

The results from the tests shared some similarities with each other. In all three cases, the 

action type with the most errors was TAKE, followed by MOVE. ALTER contained the 

third most errors, while GIVE was mostly free of errors.  

All error types except appliance operation errors were encountered in the TAKE action 

type. However, the error types encountered varied with different patients. One patient 

exhibited toying behaviour often in TAKE actions, as well as a high number of 

intrusions and some repetitions. This suggested that the patient was able to pick up 

items as instructed, but forgot the context of the instruction and chose to either do 

something random with it (toying), to instantly put it back after pickup (intrusion), or by 

repeating the same erroneous behaviour again (repetition). Another patient exhibited 

many identification errors by picking up incorrect objects, which suggests difficulties in 

semantic memory by not being able to recognize objects by their names. Inactivity was 

encountered in varying amounts with all three patients, prompting the repeating of 

instructions. 
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MOVE action type contained mostly omission, intrusion and toying errors. Toying 

errors were prevalent among one of the patients, who performed extraneous TAKE 

actions and moved objects around unnecessarily without prompting. Another patient 

frequently attempted to leave the test environment, not remembering the overall cooking 

task at all. 

ALTER errors contained appliance operation errors, and errors related to the incorrect 

interaction with objects. Two of the patients had trouble opening containers, while all 

three had difficulties with turning the oven on. 

GIVE actions seem to not cause too many errors, but this is explained by the fact that 

this action type can only have a few different error types manifesting. During tests, only 

omission type errors were logged in the GIVE action type, as other errors were usually 

noted in earlier steps relating to the current activity, TAKE in particular. 

The recipe used as the basis for the simulated process model allowed freedom to the 

execution order of tasks. Ingredients could be added in any order, for example. The 

simulated process model followed a certain order, which for the most part, was followed 

by the test subjects. Small deviations in task order were marked with errors in these 

tests.  

The differing types and amounts of errors encountered by the test subjects showed that 

individualization of the process model is necessary. The first subject required additional 

prompts regularly, while the two other cases could have used less prompts in some 

tasks. This requires the parser to be able to supply differing amounts of detail in the 

process models it produces. 
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5. Artifact Cycle 2 - Process Parser 

This chapter examines the generation of process models based on prior research and 

experiences of simulating the process model. Errors and remarks from the user tests are 

also discussed to see how they could be taken into account during model generation. 

The functionality requirements of the parser are discussed. 

5.1 Parser Functionality 

Figure 11 shows the functionality of the parser in UML notation. The parser 

communicates with a recipe database and an ontology service using a server. The server 

needs APIs for both the recipe database and the ontology service. The recipe database 

contains food recipes that the parser accesses. The ontology service is used to verify 

meanings of unknown or unclear words. Possibly in case of too many ambiguous 

meanings in a recipe, another could be fetched. The recipe database component can be a 

search within one or several existing online recipe websites, similar to the one that was 

used in the simulated process model creation in this thesis (kotikokki.fi), or a custom 

database built specifically for use with this system.  

 

Figure 11. Sequence diagram of parser functionality with outside recipe source. 

A custom database would mean slightly different logic in the system itself, as recipes 

could already be in a parsed process model format. This would eliminate the need for an 

ontology service call by the client parser itself, and simplifying its parsing process as 

well. The parser would only need to modify it to suit the individual based on their 

characteristics.  This would however require an additional system to create parsed 

process models for the database. An additional problem is that the amount of usable 

recipes would be limited at first, as the database needs to be populated with recipes first. 

Benefits would be that the parser itself would be less prone to errors, as process models 
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could be verified before making them available in the database. Figure 12 shows the 

functionality of this alternate approach with the client parser.  

 

Figure 12. Sequence diagram of client parser functionality with custom database 

A proposal for recipe creation for the custom database is shown in figure 13. 

 

Figure 13. Recipe creation for the custom database. 

In either case, the client parser also needs to know the environment it is in. Locations 

and availability of tools and ingredients and the layout of the environment need to be 

defined so that the parser will be able to generate sufficiently detailed instructions. 

5.2 Recipe Conversion 

The conversion process would start with a recipe text given as input to the parser. Extra 

elements such as pictures would be ignored. A food recipe contains highly condensed 

information and many complicated tasks, which need to be clear to the user based on 
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individual words (Fig 6.). Identification of those words in the recipe text is important, 

which requires some level of natural language processing, or the use of a list of 

keywords. When these keywords are encountered, the parser would insert the relevant 

workflows into the process model. 

Recipes usually contain a list of ingredients, but the list might still not contain all 

required ingredients. For example in the simulated case one additional ingredient was 

identified based on the recipe text. 

Following the identification of tools and ingredients, the recipe text would be converted 

to action units with additional short descriptive prompts. The parser would then output 

all this information as an XML/JSON document, which would allow easy access to the 

structured information. 

5.2.1 Collecting Ingredient and Tool Information 

As stated earlier, some ingredients or tools may be mentioned only in the recipe text. 

These would be inserted into the process model through the use of natural language 

processing or a keyword system if they are not directly listed. 

Identifying these in the process parser would require a few different techniques. As was 

noted during the creation of the simulated process model, some tools were implied in 

the list of ingredients. These could easily be identified from the unit of measurement, 

e.g. decilitre measuring cups, tablespoons and teaspoons. Tools and ingredients can also 

be mentioned in the recipe text itself, either directly, through association to other tools 

or through the use of verbs or adverbs related to their use. Examples encountered during 

the simulated process were the need for oven mitts as association for cooking with the 

oven, and the word “buttered”, which contains both the butter ingredient and a knife for 

spreading it. 

Tools and ingredients mentioned directly would be trivial to identify, but identifying the 

verb/adverb associations would require a vocabulary of different words associated with 

certain tools. Identifying tools associated with other tools is simpler, as they can just be 

added together whenever one is mentioned, e.g. in the case of oven being mentioned, 

oven mitts could always be added to the list of tools. 

The ingredients and tools lists would be added to the parser output and highlighted with 

their own tags. Steps that require certain tools or ingredients would also reference these 

tags. 

5.2.2 Conversion of Text 

Parsing the text is the most complex phase, and it would require natural language 

processing for optimal results. Recipes are often written in highly condensed style (as 

seen in the recipe used for the simulated process model in fig. 4), and may contain 

multiple action sequences in short sentences of text. By detecting these action sequences 

from the recipe text, the parser could insert the full action sequence into its output. This 

would require creating a dataset of common action sequences to cooking, however. An 

action sequence could be e.g. boiling water (Fig. 14). 
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Figure 14. Example of an action sequence - Boiling water. 

Figure 14 shows an example based on the simulated process model creation, where 

sentences containing longer action sequences (boiling water) are replaced with the full 

action sequences. Additional remarks that the parser needs to acknowledge are the 

amount of water required, the pouring of water task, and how to instruct use of the 

cooker. The amount of water is simply fetched from the ingredients data. Pouring water 

is expanded based on the individualized action model; a user might need a separate step 

for each cup of water, e.g. “Add 1 dl of water” instructed 5 times, while another is able 

to complete the task with “Add 5 dl of water”. Knowledge of the environment the 

system is used in is required so that steps involving appliances and locations can be 

instructed properly. 

Expanding the action sequences in this manner is necessary in the context of helping 

people with dementia. Figure 15 shows an example from the simulated process model. 

A person with dementia may forget what they have or have not done in an action 

sequence (Huntley & Howard, 2010), (Morris, 1994). Even if the sequence itself is not 

difficult, it may be time consuming. This may also cause a person with dementia to 

forget their current situation, resulting in repetition of the task or other errors. 

Pour water into kettle

Put kettle to cooker

Switch on cooker
May be different 
for each cooker!

Wait until water boils

Pick up kettle

Boil water

Get amount of 
water from 
ingredients

Measure water
Poured in 
increments; may 
need additional 
steps
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Figure 15. Expanding the action sequences. 

During the creation of the simulated process model, action units were denoted to each 

step in the process model. Their purpose was to help in the analysis of test results, but 

they were also helpful for roughly describing the type of action that is occurring. In 

addition to categorising actions and error types, they could also be used to guide the 

selection of a relevant sensor in an AAL environment to best detect the completion of 

steps.  

5.3 Parser Output 

The parser output would be an XML or JSON document, where all relevant information 

would be wrapped in descriptive tags.  

XML (Extensible Markup Language) is a format for describing data in a manner which 

is both human- and machine-readable. The format is entirely open and easy to adapt to 

any requirements. The format permits the use of user-defined tags.  

JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) is a data interchange format, which uses JavaScript 

syntax conventions. Despite the JavaScript syntax, it is purely text only and can be read 

and used by any programming language. 

 An example output in XML format could look like the following: 
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<Recipe> 

<Objects> 

<Object>tablespoon</Object> 

… 

</Objects> 

<Ingredients> 

<Ingredient>oil</Ingredient> 

… 

</Ingredients> 

<Steps> 

… 

<Step number=“20” action=“Move”> 

<Description> Measure (1 tbsp) oil on tablespoon. </Description> 

<RequiredObjects> 

<Object>tablespoon</Object> 

</RequiredObjects> 

<RequiredIngredients> 

<Ingredient amount=“1” type=“tablespoon”>oil </Ingredient> 

</RequiredIngredients> 

</Step> 

… 

</Steps> 

</Recipe> 

Objects required by the recipe would be grouped together side <Objects> tags, with 

each individual object inside <Object> tags: 

<Objects> 

<Object>tablespoon</Object> 

<Object>spatula</Object> 

… 

</Objects> 

Ingredients would be listed in the same manner as well: 

</Objects> 

<Ingredients> 

<Ingredient>oil</Ingredient> 

<Ingredient>pineapple</Ingredient> 

… 

</Ingredients> 

The steps of the recipe would be listed inside <Steps> tags, with each individual step 

inside <Step> tags with some arguments. Arguments would include at least the number 

of the step and the action type of the step. Descriptive text of the task would be inside 

<Description> tags, and needed objects and ingredients would be listed within 

<RequiredObjects> and <Ingredient> tags. 

<Steps> 
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… 

<Step number=“20” action=“Move”> 

<Description> Measure (1 tbsp) oil on tablespoon. </Description> 

<RequiredObjects> 

<Object>tablespoon</Object> 

</RequiredObjects> 

<RequiredIngredients> 

<Ingredient amount=“1” type=“tablespoon”>oil </Ingredient> 

</RequiredIngredients> 

</Step> 

… 

</Steps> 

While these are examples of XML output, JSON is highly similar in purpose and may 

be preferable due to its similarity to conventions used in programming languages, and 

the easy parsing of its contents in JavaScript. Both formats are suitable for the parser. 
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6. Discussion and Implications 

The main research question in this thesis was “What factors should be taken into 

account in structuring a food recipe into a computationally understandable form in order 

to assist seniors with mild-to-moderate dementia in cooking activities?”  

Existing research shows that limited cognitive capabilities of dementia sufferers dictate 

the complexity of tasks they can undertake. Individual differences also exist, along with 

other ailments which may not be directly dementia-related, such as shaking hands, poor 

hearing or eyesight, need for a walking aid etc. A person with dementia may also learn 

to become passive, as a caretaker may have done their chores for them for a long time 

(Vogelpohl, Beck, Heacock & Mercer, 1996), (Wilson et al., 2002). Factors such as 

these manifests in the limited ability to follow instructions particularly on the moderate-

to-severe dementia cases, as observed in the user tests in this thesis. 

This research showed prominent problem on the first test (Leena) was that the test 

subject could not remember the context of the task (cooking oven porridge). Instructions 

were simple, but multiple errors were encountered where the subject undid the task 

immediately after completion. Example 1: subject put away an object immediately after 

picking it up. Example 2: subject poured rice back into the package after measuring it. 

This hints that the subject was not aware of the context of their actions and the 

instructions due to their advanced dementia (MMSE score of 7). The subject was 

performing tasks as isolated events without context. The other two subjects were aware 

of the context, but individual steps caused problems in task completion due to physical 

limitations. These differences in overall task completion highlight the need for 

individualization of instructions as well as prompting. 

Proposals were offered in chapter 4 for generating these instructions. The simulated set 

of instructions used as prompts in the user tests were created by following these 

proposed steps. Chapter 5 proposed design documentation for the process parser, which 

were based on the findings from the user tests. 

The user tests showed that a process model should account for individual differences. 

Differences include cognitive capabilities related to the severity of dementia, but also 

other age-related ailments. Difficulties moving, for instance, were encountered during 

the tests. Poor eyesight, hearing or hand-to-eye coordination will also need to be 

accounted for.  

While the tests were conducted on patients with more severe cases of dementia than the 

intended end users of the system, it is important that the process model is valid. A 

patient may not possess enough cognitive capabilities to recognize a flawed step in the 

prompts that they are given. One of the seniors in the tests started to wander off the test 

area towards the end, seemingly not recalling what they were supposed to be doing. 

Instead of regarding the test scenario as “cooking oven porridge”, it was more that they 

simply followed the prompts and treated each as its own task, instead of as a part of a 

larger task. It may be beneficial to refer in the prompts repeatedly to the food by name, 

so that the context of the tasks they are performing will be clearer. 
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The validity of parsed process models needs to be as high as possible, to prevent 

illogical prompts, as a user may not notice mistakes themselves. 

The second research question asked “How do seniors with dementia act with prompting 

in a semi-complex cooking task?” 

The tests conducted in this thesis used spoken prompts. While different from automated 

prompting, the prompts themselves were simulated to be like those generated by an 

automated system. The presence of researchers as facilitator and assistant is different 

than in a scenario with an automated system, which does likely affect the results.  

It was necessary to repeat prompts often, either due to errors or inactivity. Errors were 

categorized using adapted error typing from literature. Each test showed different 

propensities for different error categories.  

The simulated process model was validated with two sets of user tests. First set were 

done with non-demented volunteers, while the second set was conducted in Karpalokoti 

dementia care center with volunteer patients suffering from dementia. The process 

model was adapted slightly between the two sets of tests to fix discovered errors. 

Findings of the tests were then used to guide the proposed architecture of the automated 

process parser, which is the artifact produced as per the design science research 

methodology. Results and progress were discussed with the client Tomi Sarni at several 

points during the process of this thesis. 

The use of actual dementia patients in the testing of the simulated process model is 

noteworthy, as research related to guidance of dementia patients is often done with 

simulations (Sarni & Pulli, 2015), or actors (Boger, 2006). While the volunteer patients 

in this thesis proved to be suffering from more severe dementia than what the optimal 

test scenario would have preferred, the tests were still successfully completed. 

Arranging tests with patients with less severe dementia is problematic, as these people 

are generally still able to live at their homes, which makes finding them and arranging a 

test session more difficult. 
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7. Conclusions 

This chapter discusses the conclusions of this research and possible further research. 

Recommendations and ideas for instruction prompt presentation are discussed. 

The creation of a process model was simulated by converting a food recipe. This 

simulated process model was validated with peer review, two pilot tests and three user 

tests in conjunction with Tiia Kauhanen’s thesis. Based on the peer review and pilot 

tests, the simulation was adapted slightly to fit into the three user tests’ demands. 

Fetching of objects was removed the test, and all required objects, plus some additional 

unneeded objects, were all situated in plain sight around the designated workstation. 

The users were instructed using spoken verbal prompts from the simulated process 

model. 

The user tests further showed that the simulated process model was able to guide the 

users through the task successfully. While the recorded results from the user tests were 

more directly related to this other thesis, they do offer interesting points for 

consideration regarding the way instructions are relayed to the user. Together with 

existing research on prompting systems for people with dementia, recommendations 

could be drawn on the way instructions could be relayed to the user, and how the user 

could interact with the system. 

The creation of the simulated model was described and justifications offered for 

selected practices. The practices used in the simulation were then described in the 

context of a generic conversion, offering insight and suggestions for how to develop the 

process parser responsible for converting textual food recipes into process models. 

7.1 Research Results and Contribution 

This thesis looked at the generation of process models, which describe a cooking task in 

detail. A literature review was conducted on existing research, and the functioning of 

human memory and how memory impairment and dementia affect it. Following the 

literature review, a simulated process model was created based on a real food recipe. 

The simulated model was then validated via peer review, pilot tests and three user tests. 

Prior work by Sarni & Pulli, P. (2015) was validated through simulation experiments 

using MDPs, which were designed to resemble people with dementia. 

User tests were conducted in a dementia care center in a communal kitchen area. Three 

tests were run on patients of varying dementia severity. A designated workstation was 

set up during the tests. Two researchers were present during the tests, one as facilitator 

and the other as assistant. The instructions based on the process model were relayed to 

the test subject by the facilitator with spoken prompts. Prompts were repeated when 

required. 

Results from the tests were evaluated using error typing identified in related research 

(Wherton, 2008). Results of the tests showed that the simulated process model was 

usable as a guiding tool, but that a suitable prompting type is very important to the 

successful delivery of instructions. Prompting types are discussed below as possible 

future research. 
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Task execution order is also a factor to consider in further research. It is likely that some 

people with dementia are familiar with cooking tasks, and have retained learned 

routines for certain food recipes that they still remember and can follow. The prompting 

might instruct to do tasks in a different order than what the user might actually do. As 

long as this does not prevent the successful completion of the whole workflow, a 

prompting system could be made to acknowledge alternate paths to its completion. 

The research method used was design science research. DSR evaluation process was 

conducted twice to the simulated process model after both sets of user tests. Criteria for 

evaluation were that the process model was able to guide the user to the completion of 

the task and that there were no logical errors in task progression within the process 

model. Results and contribution were discussed with the client throughout the 

completion of this thesis. Client was satisfied with the results and concluded that they 

were usable in the further development of the process engine system. 

7.2 Limitations 

The user tests were conducted in a dementia care center, where the patients all had 

severe enough dementia that they could no longer live at home even with assistance. 

Finding mild-to-moderate cases there was difficult, and in the end only one of the test 

subjects fit into the ‘moderate’ category based on his MMSE score. Milder cases still 

typically live in their own homes, which would have made finding and contacting them 

even more difficult. 

The time frame for arranging the tests was a single working day. Tests were planned 

and prepared ahead as much as possible to fit the maximum amount of tests within that 

time frame. The seniors had a prearranged schedule, which meant that the tests had to 

be fitted into and around that. Coupled with the difficulty of finding suitable, willing 

participants, three tests were conducted in the end. 

The care centre had two communal kitchen areas. One was located in a larger room 

where the patients typically spent time together, while the other was a more private, 

located near the patients’ rooms. The second kitchen area was selected to reduce 

distractions from other patients. However, the patients were not as familiar with this 

second kitchen, and because of this the gathering of items and clean-up phases of the 

cooking task were omitted. The severity of their dementia was also a factor to remove 

these phases. In an actual scenario the subject would likely be familiar with the 

environment. 

7.3 Future Research 

Following this thesis, the next step would be the development of the process parser. The 

parser would need to be tested during and after its implementation. During development 

testing can be done with standard software development testing procedures, but parsed 

output would also need to be tested. This can likely be done adequately with simulation 

tests and volunteer non-demented participants. As development progresses and the 

simulated and non-dementia tests show that the parser works adequately, tests with 

dementia patients would be ideal. Instructions can be communicated to the participants 

with spoken prompts, although other methods can also be explored later on. 

In the context of the process model parser and the overarching ASTS project, 

possibilities for prompting systems include aural and visual instructions. Aural 

instructions could involve a speaker system, either a worn or a stationary mounted 
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system. A worn system could be an in-ear headphone akin to a hearing aid device, or as 

a part of smart glasses.  

Visual instructions could involve augmented reality (AR) systems, either worn, or 

stationary mounted systems. A worn system could be some form of smart glasses, 

offering assistance by projecting images or by using light on the glass surface, close to 

the user’s eye. A stationary mounted system could highlight sections of the workspace 

by projecting images on surfaces. 

An important factor to consider for all these presentation methods is the limited 

cognitive capabilities of people with dementia. The information presented should not 

overwhelm the individual’s capacity for receiving and processing information. As 

mentioned by Boyd et al. (2011), allowing the user to control the provision of prompts 

at their own pace is also helpful. This was shown to have two effects: first, it allowed 

the user to get the sense of control of the situation, instead of feeling like they were 

being merely told what to do. Second, which was relevant to this study, was that when 

the prompts were shown in a specific location and if the user shifted their focus 

elsewhere, the prompting system would then not relay a prompt which would not be 

received. The first point is noteworthy, as it is important for the system and its use to be 

perceived as something positive. The second point meanwhile would be mostly relevant 

to stationary visual prompting systems. 

In the case of worn systems the components should not obstruct or impair functioning. 

People with dementia and older people in general often display considerable inertia 

toward new technology. For these reasons devices should be discreet in both appearance 

and functioning. 

User actions and their completion of tasks could be tracked with a Kinect camera or 

with some other system, for example tracking of vibrations along the workspace 

surface. Multiple systems could also be used together for increased accuracy and to 

address shortcomings of any one system. 

Assessing the user’s emotional state during an activity could also be used to influence 

the instructions given. Research has been done regarding the use of ECG, skin 

conductivity or respiratory patterns to discern the subject’s emotions (McCraty, 

Atkinson, Tiller, Rein & Watkins, 1995), (Agrafioti, Hatzinakos & Anderson, 2012), 

(Appelhans & Luecken, 2006), (Rainville, Bechara, Naqvi & Damasio, 2005), 

(Agrafioti, Hatzinakos & Anderson, 2012). Certain frequencies in the power spectral 

distribution of heart rate variability have been shown to correspond to certain emotional 

states, but research is limited to supine or sitting positions. Standing position requires 

comparatively more effort from the heart than horizontal supine or partly horizontal 

sitting positions. Movement of the extremities also causes variations, which would need 

to be accounted for. Another limitation is the difficulty of obtaining heart rate reliably. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A 

1. Preheat the oven to 150 degrees Celsius 

a. Move: Move by the oven 

b. Alter: Twist the oven knob to 150 degrees Celsius 

c. Alter: Switch the oven on 

2. Butter a casserole 

a. Move: Move to the workspace 

b. Take: Take butter 

c. Alter: Open the butter 

d. Take: Take a butter knife 

e. Move: Scoop the butter with the knife 

f. Move: Move the butter into the casserole from the knife 

g. Give: Place the butter on the workspace 

h. Alter: Spread the butter into the casserole 

i. Give: Place the butter knife on the workspace  

3. Measure the rice (1,5dl) 

a. Take: Take rice  

b. Alter: Open the rice bag 

c. Give: Place the rice bag on the workspace 

d. Take: Take a measuring cup 

e. Move: Measure 1.5dl rice into the measuring cup 

4. Add the rice into the casserole 

a. Move: Pour the rice into the casserole from the measuring cup 

b. Give: Place the measuring cup on the workspace 

5. Add the milk into the casserole  (One milk carton holds 1l of milk, so measuring is 

not necessary) 

a. Take: Take a milk carton 

b. Alter: Open the milk carton 

c. Move: Pour the milk (1L) into the casserole 

d. Give: Place the milk carton on the workspace 

6. Measure the oil (1 tbsp.) 

a. Take: Take the oil bottle 

b. Alter: Open the oil bottle 

c. Take: Take a tablespoon  

d. Move: Measure the oil  (1 tbsp.) into the tablespoon 

e. Alter: Close the oil bottle 

f. Give: Place the oil bottle on the workspace 

7. Add the oil into the casserole 

a. Move: Pour the oil into the casserole from the tablespoon 

b. Give: Place the tablespoon on the workspace 

8. Measure the salt (0,5 tsp.) 
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a. Take: Take a salt bottle 

b. Alter: Open the salt bottle 

c. Take: Take a teaspoon 

d. Move: Measure the salt  (0,5 tsp.) into the teaspoon 

e. Give: Place the salt bottle on the workspace 

9. Add the salt into the casserole 

a. Move: Pour the salt into the casserole from the teaspoon 

b. Give: Place the teaspoon on the workspace 

10. Mix the ingredients 

a. Take: Take a spatula 

b. Alter: Mix the ingredients with the spatula 

c. Give: Place the spatula on the workspace 

11. Place the casserole into the oven 

Because of safety reasons, this step was omitted from the tests with seniors 

a. Take: Take the casserole 

b. Move: Move by the oven 

c. Alter: Open the oven door 

d. Move: Place the casserole into the oven 

e. Alter: Close the oven door 

12. Set the timer to 1,5 hours 

a. Move: Move to the workspace 

b. Take: Take an egg timer 

c. Alter: Set the egg timer to ring in 1,5 hours 

d. Give: Place the egg timer on the workspace 


